Exploring an Identity-Related Risk Factor for Alcohol Misuse among Sexual Minority Women

Abstract:
The current research examined an identity-related predictor of heightened risk for the consumption of alcohol among women during sexual identity development, namely sexual self-concept ambiguity (SSA), which entails acknowledging inconsistent or seemingly disparate facets of one’s own sexual orientation. Two experimental studies were employed to test the extent to which heightened SSA may contribute to alcohol-approach bias and ad lib alcohol consumption among women in young adulthood. This first experiment (n = 36) showed that women who had been randomly assigned to reflect on their sexuality, as opposed to a control topic, demonstrated greater implicit alcohol-approach bias as their SSA scores increased, especially among those who reported motivations to use alcohol as a means to cope with negative affect. The second experiment (n = 96) found that after being randomly assigned to write about their sexuality, women who reported being motivated to use alcohol to cope with negative affect, increased in their actual ad lib alcohol consumption as levels of SSA increased. By contrast, after writing about their sexuality, women who reported lower motivations to drink to cope showed similar levels of alcohol consumption, regardless of levels of SSA. Findings suggest that sexual minority women, who endorse ambiguity with regard to their current sexual orientation, may be at risk for non-conscious approach toward alcohol cues and acute alcohol consumption in situations evoking greater attention toward their sexuality. Implications for substance-related disparities among individuals from LGBT+ communities will be discussed.
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